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Vitalizing the Invisible
- Dance, Improvisation & Performativity Practice Master Classes & Workshops by KENZO KUSUDA.
————
Inevitably linking with breathing, seeing, listening, touching and
feeling,
we will focus on the power of imagination
as an anchor to our dancing.
In this workshop " Vitalizing the Invisible ",
we aim to enhance the elasticity
of our physical body and our visionary-imaginative body
which are intricately interwoven with each other,
mediating empathically shared collective experience
while generating the magnetically permeant presence on stage.

=====
Workshop overview:
Kenzo Kusuda’s workshop “Vitalizing the Invisible”.
* text written by Nuska Peszke
Take a deep breath, hold it in, and re(in)form yourself. This simple, yet deeply utilized way of
getting to know oneself better, is one of Kenzo Kusuda’s pre-dance warm-up techniques which
exploit the realm of, what I call, ‘tactile sensationalism’. Let me portray what might have initially
appeared peculiar to the workshop participants and give some insights to such an abstract but
physically appealing way of movement interaction.
In his style of playing with movement, Kenzo teaches the workshop participants how to specify
one’s attention in relation to the body parts and how to experience yourself through feeling. By

letting everybody touch, pat, fondle or stroke one’s own body part Kenzo stimulates their bodily
knowledge not less than the following it, relaxation effect. The soothing effect arises as if the
presence of all just discovered little ‘constituents’ of ourselves were giving the participants the
feeling of reassurance that ‘everything is alright’, ‘everything is where it is supposed to be’, ‘the
way I am built is the right way ‘, or ‘this is me, here and now’. With all the experiences inside, the
body becomes refreshingly open to the ‘new’. Both, the bodily insight and the outside participate in
being oneself.
Cool and open, full of just invited-in air and aware of a shared space, Kenzo demonstrates how to
willingly share the air, the sight, the sound and the smell with others around. The participants
calmly assume the inviting attitude and, with hope for a pleasing outcome, slowly step into a
common experience. Body part after body part. From the deep up to the deep bottom. Individually
but together, everybody extends their bodily knowledge and levels up the awareness as the mind/
imagination suggests. Assuming and incorporating the existing whereabouts of whatever body part
they touch, they feel, or imagine to feel. The technique stresses the awareness of the ‘outskirts’ of
the body, tips, nails, hair, the joints, and builds up a detailed picture of oneself. Detailed and
infinite, the created bodily image is kept open and hospitable to the outside space, admitting that the
outside space constructs us as much as we construct our mental image of it.
Timing the breath, making use of silences, they acute other senses in a form of a creative
cooperation with yourself and the whole surrounding. They concentrate on every, otherwise
inconspicuous, move or a stretch or a shake, allowing thus to become an active mediation between
their bodies and a filled space. Kenzo makes use of this cooperation and mutual dependence by
letting all parts of the body feel the breathing as well as letting all the parts of the body do the
breathing imaginatively. This enables a skill of constituting the space better, shifting the senses’
acuteness from an inside to the intimate around, and further on, to the outside, to what is beyond the
performing space and beyond ourselves. Little effort produces a rich experience by working out the
‘uncared for’, ordinarily insignificant details of what constructs our realities.
Collecting energies from the invited-in air, let it pervade the body and let it strengthen up on its way
to fill up the lungs. All this, to let the participants experience the breathing process like a sponge,
soaked with some energetic potential, awaiting a squeeze, a relief coming with the breath-out.
The visualization techniques (a good-eye contact with other participants as well as with the space)
are meant to accumulate energies of the ‘friendly others’. This speechless bodily/physical exchange
builds up the feeling of spatial unity, of being the part of the space which is not limited by the
frames of our physicality.
Giving the space what we have best, our inner friendly feelings, follows up with massaging the
space with our own, moving in it, bodies. The technique provides again, a metaphorical experience
of a spatial relationship (nevertheless rooted in our physicality), a rediscovery of a new body, a new
spatial identity. This attempt of ‘performing the being’ is constructed on feeling more, hearing more,
sensing more, letting more in, concentrating on seemingly unimportant and allowing it to influence
our own awareness.
This tactile experience, built upon a local bodily feel/touch, upon letting feel and letting be felt,
ignites the senses. It initializes the sensual appreciation by little physical input and by converting

the energies. It wakes up the commonly, wrongly assumed silence and lets it speak via our
controlled spatial attention and mental/physical hospitality. It learns to appreciate the ‘neglected’.
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Inevitably linking with breathing, seeing, listening, touching and
feeling, we will focus on the power of imagination as an anchor to our
dancing.
In this workshop " Vitalizing the Invisible ", we aim to enhance the
elasticity of our physical body and our visionary-imaginative body
which are intricately interwoven with each other, mediating
empathically shared collective experience while generating the
magnetically permeant presence on stage.
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*Kenzo has been offering his workshops / master classes “ Vitalizingthe Invisible “ to
(inter-)nartional dance studios, companies, festivals, schools and academies, universities,
senimars, symposiums and gatherings of all communities…
Kenzo is willing to come and share his dance workshops with diverse range of people
( with or without dancing experience, both dancers & non-dancers, highly trained
professional dancers & absolute beginners, young children & senior amateur dance
groups, musicians and actors, etc.. regardless of age, physical conditions and various
challenges.. etc.. ) wherever places he gets invited and welcomed to be part of the space
and energy of gathering souls.
Kenzo has been regularly invited to teach and share his workshops and master classes to
wide range of art students ( professional dancers & choreographers education, as well as
classical music students and art science students, etc.. ) as following;
KABK ( Royal Academy of Visual Art in The Hague - Art Science Department ), SNDO
( School for New Dance Development in Amsterdam ), AHK ( Amsterdam University of the
Arts - Modern Theater Dance Department & Mime Department ), Codarts ( Rotterdam
Dance Academy Art University ), CvA ( Amsterdam Conservatory of Music / Master Course
- Music Theater & Classic Music ), HKU ( Utrecht Art University - Fine Art Department &
Jazz Music Department ), HJS ( Henny Jurriens Stichting - professional dance training
studio ), the ecological robotic science symposium by Machine Wilderness at ARTIS
( Amsterdam Zoo ) in The Netherlands, as well as international dance festivals and
performing art venues in countries such as: Germany, Italy, Spain, Belgium, France, UK,
Lithuania, Sweden, Russia, Bolivia, Chile, South Africa, Senegal, India, China and his
native Japan.

